Overcoming the Roadblocks to Wealth
An Interview with Randy Gage

By Randy Peyser

Randy Gage is the author of eight books on success that have been translated into more than 25 languages and have sold millions of copies worldwide. A former high school dropout, Randy rose from a minimum wage job and time spent in jail as a teen to become a self-made multi-millionaire who has inspired millions of people around the world.

In his new book, Seven Spiritual Laws of Prosperity, Randy helps readers overcome personal roadblocks to wealth and prosperity with warmth, wit and wisdom as he draws from his life experiences and rags-to-riches story. www.RandyGage.com

Randy Peyser (RP): You went from poverty to creating great wealth. What’s your secret?

Randy Gage (RG): Prosperity is created in your mind first. Napoleon Hill taught this in Think and Grow Rich. You image things in your conscious mind through programming your subconscious mind. We know the subconscious mind doesn’t analyze, rationalize or argue. It just does what it’s programmed to do. So, the prosperity manifestation formula would be to plant the seeds, water them with emotion and repetition, and then harvest them.

Using the Law of Imaging, you can create visual images, such as a manifestation or prosperity map, or a dream board. Or put pictures on your refrigerator of what you want. By putting an image in front of you, even if you don’t look at it directly and it’s just in your peripheral vision, it’s slowly imprinted in your subconscious mind. If you see it every time you go into your close-goings to make a million dollars. Is it possible to actually manifest a million dollars if you’re coming from a place of struggle?

RG: Yes, it is possible to go from a place of struggle to manifest a million dollars. I know because I did it. But that does not work for many people. Here’s the key: success comes from frustration. Eric Butterworth called it “divine discontent” where you are not happy with your state of life and you have this guidance that’s pulling you to want to do, have, or become more.

Successful people do a good job of managing their frustration. I’m really successful. I live my dream lifestyle, live in my dream home. I’m a multi-millionaire. I’ve got my dream cars. And you know what? I’m frustrated that I am not even more successful. I have more things I want to do.

Let that frustration pull you toward your dream or your goal that you want to accomplish. If your subconscious and conscious mind can believe it’s possible, then it pulls you to it. But if you’re in debt and unemployed, and you say, “I want to be a millionaire by next week,” you don’t believe that. You can put it all over your dream board and affirm it, but your conscious mind is going to rebel like crazy against that and you probably won’t program your subconscious mind with that.

It might be better to say, “I’m going to be out of debt by this date,” or “I’m going to have a positive cash flow by this date,” or “I’m going to be worth a million dollars by this date.”

When you do it in believable stages, then you really can get that emotional anchor in your subconscious mind and it pulls you toward it. Your goal should be something exciting enough that you want it to pull you toward it. But it’s got to be something that you really can do. Make sure what you’re striving for is bold and daring enough to excite you, but is still practical enough that you can do it by stretching yourself.

RP: What do you mean by stretching yourself?

RG: Your goal or dream has to be bigger than you are right now. If you want a goal that is really going to excite you and pull you towards it, you need a goal that you are going to have to become more for in order to achieve it.

RP: I think one of the reasons people don’t achieve prosperity is that, at some level, they have a sense of unworthiness that prevents them from being able to receive more.

RG: Ninety percent of the (Continued on page 6)
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work I do with people regarding prosperity goes back to unworthiness issues. At a core level, many people don’t believe they’re worthy.

RP: How can we deal with this?

RG: It’s about taking charge of your own programming. You get programmed through the movies you watch and the books you read. They are filled with memes, which is a term coined by author Richard Hawkins. A meme is a mind virus. Just like a computer gets a virus on a hard drive, we can get a virus in our subconscious mind. Some of the most prevalent mind viruses right now are things like “money is the root of all evil,” and “it’s not spiritual to have money.”

We have to identify these memes and eradicate them. Then we need to replace them with a positive program. For instance, you could have the mind virus that “to be rich, I have to be a bad parent.” Is that true? No, there are lots of wonderful, wealthy parents. You’ve got to change that core belief or you will continue to self-sabotage your prosperity.

RP: Tell me about more of the Laws.

RG: The Law of Circulation is based on the idea that hoarding leads to a recession. When you circulate prosperity, it’s like a free-flowing river. For example, suppose you’re down to your last $200 and you want to hoard it. That won’t make you prosperous. I recommend that you break it up and circulate it. Pay some money to the electric company, and some to the landlord, and tithe something. Put yourself in the circulating flow of prosperity.

This leads directly to the Law of Reciprocity, which states that what you give back to you multiplied. You can’t “out-give” the universe. The more you give, the more you get back. It’s a self-perpetuating increase situation.

RP: Can you give an example of how you’ve applied these laws yourself?

RG: Yes, I’ll share an example about the Law of Tithing. I was down to my last ten dollars. I was at a church service and put a dollar in the basket. I watched that dollar go down the aisle. There was a part of me that thought I was crazy to put that dollar. Another part of me said, “I have to do this!”

The following day, I received a refund check for $75 from the power company, along with a letter that thanked me for being a long-term customer who always paid my bills on time. The truth was: I had never paid my bill on time, and my power had been turned off three times in the past!

There is no reason I should have gotten that refund, but I still say it had to do with my putting that dollar in the basket — even though the check had been sent to me before I made that tithe.

I took $7.50 from that $75 refund and tithed it. The next week, a guy who owed me $200 and who had left the country three years before, hunted me down and paid me the money he owed me. I’ve been tithing 10% of everything I make ever since. For the 20 years I’ve been doing this, I’ve had an increase in my earnings every year.

RP: How did you accomplish all of this?

RG: I changed the way I think. Poor people think differently than wealthy people. Healthy people think differently than sick people. Happy people think differently than depressed people. I was sick, depressed and broke, and I realized that I had to change the way I think.

I spend time in daily self-development every morning. I don’t answer the phone or leave my house until I have my consciousness vibrating at the level I want it to be at. When you do this, you attract people who are vibrating at that level as well.

RP: What kind of practice do you do?

RG: I like to read or listen to music or videos. Or I meditate or pray or do cardio.

RP: How much time do you do this every day?

RG: Thirty minutes. When you do it for a week or two, your life gets much more organized. You
“Why are you asking me? I was under anesthesia. Go ask the doctor!”

Then, for the next two years, I was constantly sick and my body wasn’t healing. I saw specialist after specialist. Finally, I went to a GI doctor who discovered the bullet was still inside of me. He mentioned it to me and asked if it hadn’t been removed because it was right next to my spine.

It finally made sense why I’d been sick all that time: My body was trying to get rid of the bullet. I had to pay cash for another operation to remove the bullet. Can you imagine how I felt about the original doctor who
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told me that he’d taken out the bullet and hadn’t, and who cut out my appendix without even asking? I had personal injury attorneys lined up ten deep by this point.

Then I picked up Catherine Ponder’s book, The Dynamic Law of Prosperity, and opened a page at random to see what message might be there for me that day. I opened to a page on forgiveness. There was even a comment saying that if you sue somebody, how can you forgive them?

The truth was that these doctors and nurses had saved my life. I was going to die. They did the best they could. So I forgave them. I also forgave the crack addict who shot me. He was hopped up and looking for his next fix. He was doing the best he could with what he had to work with. I had to forgive them for my own health and my own prosperity.

**RP:** Was that a turning point in your healing?

**RG:** It was. For two years, I’d have night sweats or wake up ten times a night. After I did this forgiveness work, I slept peacefully all the way through the night for the first time. I had the operation two weeks later, but I really felt like the healing started as soon as I forgave them.

**RP:** Can you talk about the Law of Ideas?

**RG:** Charles Fillmore, founder of Unity, taught that our Creator has surrounded us with spiritual substance everywhere in the world. The way we manifest this prosperity into the physical realm is through the power of ideas.

I believe that nobody has a money shortage. The only thing they would have is an idea shortage. True prosperity is always a value-for-value exchange. You create value for the universe and the universe will reward you in multiples back. So, when you’re not manifesting as much prosperity as you’d like in your life, you need an idea as to how to create value.

There is so much money, so much love, so much happiness, so much health — all true prosperity is infinite. We have to create a value-for-value exchange to attract it to us. The way we do that is through the power of ideas.

**RP:** What would you say to all of the people in fear around their financial circumstances or the state of the economy?

**RG:** Feel fear; profess faith. Take time every morning to read books and program your consciousness for the positive. Don’t fake it until you make it; “faith it” until you make it. Build up your faith. Create that positive expectation. Then as you go into your day, you’ll manifest more prosperity in your life.